The Material World

Quentin Cooper : First though another small scale lesson from the animal kingdom.

"Go to the ant,though sluggard,consider her ways and be wise".

I think that's thou sluggard isn't it? And while we sluggards are considering that bit of biblical wisdom.Consider also this,from Charles Darwin.

"Animals whom we have made our slave, we do not like to consider our equal".

But what about when animals are more than our equals? Recent research has concluded that ants are generally better than humans at running telecommunications networks.
Now,while I have had dealings with telecoms firms where and individual one for one swap between ants and humans would seem likely to improve services,the study in fact looked at the frantic antics of ants as they foraged for food.

[Ref : C Langton: Video C1: Horizon {Artificial Life};A20: Equinox {Antichaos}; BB14 RI lecture 1997 Ian Stewart ; www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/langton.html]

And a computer program based on their complex behaviour was found to be superior to many human systems in running data networks efficiently and avoiding potential log jams.
So now the search is on for new ways which society can benefit from analysing and mimicking such anty social behaviour. 
I've a feeling our telecommunications are still handled the old fashioned human way,but nevertheless on the line from Belgium,should be the leader of the team behind this work,Marco Durigo,Professor of Computing at the Free University of Brussels,and in the studio with me is Robert Shipman a research scientist,in the Advanced Communications Department of BT labs.
Marco Durigo, I think what you've been doing goes by the name doesn't of ant colony optimisation - so what is that?

Marco Durigo : Okay yeah,ant colony optimisation is a new method to solve these great optimisation problems,and this is a method that takes experience from the behaviour of social insects in general,and ant colonies in particular,and in particular the foraging behaviour of ant colonies.

Quentin Cooper :  So it's social insects,you didn't just pick upon ants because of their proverbial reputation for being industrious?

Marco Durigo : No! I picked up from ants because when I was a younger Phd student,it happened to me to listen to some biologists talking about the behaviour of ants,the foraging behaviour of they find a short path from their nest to food sources,and I was thinking at that time that these ideas were very nice and could be applied to some real engineering problem,and in particular difficult optimisation problems.

Quentin Cooper :   Okay well....

Marco Durigo :  And...

Quentin Cooper :  ...Robert Shipman we'll get on to how you turn these "very nice ideas" as Marco calls them into computer programs,but are you also looking at ants or have you turned your attention to other creatures?

Robert Shipman : Yeah,we're certainly looking at ants and other creatures as well...

Quentin Cooper : What,I mean aardvarks,three-toed sloths,I mean what creatures are useful here?

Robert Shipman : I think you picked up on it earlier,social insects.

Quentin Cooper :  Social,right.

Robert Shipman : Yeah,because the properties we like are the fact that you've got distributive problem solving,so typically engineered systems you sort of have monolithic solutions,so....which have worked very well for us,but what happens is if you get slight changes in those systems,in environmental conditions,slight faults -then the whole thing falls down.

[Chaos Theory can actually help with immunity to this kind of problem www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/circsync.html & mastring.html -LB]

Quentin Cooper : So in none behavioural terms what we're saying is there's a lot of them and they also manage to get on pretty well and cope with individual failure?

Robert Shipman : Right,exactly,so if you think of an ant colony,we can go around - I'm sure people who've had kind of infestations in their kitchens will know if you attack sort of individual ants,then the colony as whole [A kind of superorganism as we might think of the societies of humans -LB] still manages to survive quite nicely. So we're after similar qualities here for engineered systems,in that it's very robust,it's very flexible,and it's very adaptive,in that individual ants can go wrong,they can malfunction,but the system as a whole still maintains it's performance,so that's why we're sort of interested in these sort of social insects systems,because we're after this collective behaviour, that adds a lot of robustness to our systems and so even if the situation changes slightly,some of the equipment fails,we'll still manage to maintain adequate performance.

Quentin Cooper :  But I mean anyone who's been cold called already thinks that telecoms firms can be too much like an infestation already so isn't this a rather scary metaphor too have for  a lot of those people - the idea that we're learning from these vast numbers of insects that seem to be unstoppable.

Robert Shipman : Okay,they are unstoppable,but their unstoppable in increasingly fitting into our network which is definitely a good point,a good part. So I don't think it is scary really. You know,it is ...quite often when you use biological metaphors,people are sometimes scared of kind of letting go ...letting go of control in some way. The fact that you are sort of tinkering with the dynamics of the system,rather than sort of engineering very tightly what the systems going to do.

[I think it is because in some sense "it has a mind of its own" under those conditions and is unpredictable and people don't like unpredictability - they like certainty - which is why they have belief systems and why we pay insurance firms to help cope with unpredictable "acts of God" -LB]

But the dynamics - we can study the dynamics and we can see what kind of parameters they will work within and kind of have a lot of confidence that these systems will work very well.

[That happens because the engineers UNDERSTAND the dynamics of the system and it is not a matter of TRUST or CONFIDENCE as knowing what sort of things such a system is capable of and what sorts of behaviours it can have - this is true of the weather system which is unpredictable but nevertheless works within parameters and the Lorenz Butterfly attractor means we can know with some surety what the weather WON'T do and the likelihood of what it will - LB]

Quentin Cooper :  So Marco before you can even get onto the stage of coming up with any kind of program and seeing if it makes a difference,you've got to make sure you understand what's going on with the insects haven't you?

Marco Durigo :  Yeah,in fact I have many collaberations with biologists,

[So it's interdisciplinary then - not tied to one subject ? -LB]

and what they do is they build models to try to explain in the simplest possible way [Occam's razor - LB] how the real social insects behave,and then my engineering contribution is to try to use these models to solve -in a distributive way,difficult problems,some problems can be like routing,the internet,like networks,but there are many other situations that arise in industry like logistic problems,like distributing resources,like finding optimal paths for big routing problems.

[See www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/expmaths.html ptlytrue.html and chaosflr.html]

Quentin Cooper : Oh right,this is what's now ,I think one of these is what's known as "the travelling salesman problem"

[ This is also connected to Roger Penrose's work on the mind,amongst other things -the optimisation problem is an idea that crosses boundaries -  See www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/loglimit.html]

isn't it  this is the one where you've got someone who has to visit A,B,C,D,E,which you can say for the sake of argument is Aberdeen I don't know Barnstaple,Cambridge,Dudley Edingburgh and you have to work out what the optimal route is for them to do it by?

Marco Durigo :  Sure,this is a typical problem we use to explain things to people,the travelling salesman is very interesting because...okay you define it as finding the shortest possible tour ..among..visiting a set of cities,what is interesting is that if you take a very small problem like 30 cities and you want to evaluate all of the possible tours. If you take the fastest possible computer that you can imagine,even a computer that you can have in 10 years from now,to allow it all the possible solutions of all the possible tours - it would take a time that is the same as the age of the universe.
So it's a very difficult problem that is very easily stated,and we can try to solve this problem only in an approximate way,that is we can try to find good solutions but not optimal solutions but in a quick way.

Quentin Cooper : So do we know what ants are doing here then?

Marco Durigo :   Yeah,the ants,well the artificial ants,what they do they visit,they build solutions randomly and then they evaluate the solution,the shorter solution is better.
And then they deposit some pheromone,some artificial pheromone on the cities or on the edges - the connections between the cities they visited,and future ants will build solutions biased by the these pheromones,that means edges that get a lot of pheromone will be balanced with higher probability to future solutions.

[What this does is make the ant "hone in" on the shortest solution - making order appear from chaos - solving the system by exploiting random attack on it -and causes the ants to be "attracted" to the solution  - this is how natural order arises from randomness - it doesn't need a creative hand  See also www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/randwalk.html and random.html

Such systems exploit randomness to cut down by a large factor the time needed to find a solution because they can find it by chance - and then hone in on it very rapidly - even exponentially - arguments about evolution that say "it would take too much time" fail to take into account systems like these - as usual it is the ignorance of the arguer to "ideas" like these that makes them talk out of the wrong orifice - LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Now can I just stop you here for a point of clarification? When you talk of artificial ants depositing artificial pheromones,we're not talking little mini robots here are we?

[Don't be  dummy Quent - we're talking about algorithms in computer systems - programs]

Marco Durigo : No we are just - software agents - we have everything simulated on a computer,and these artificial ants are software agents moving in the memory,of the computer.

Quentin Cooper :   So these are sim-ants but their behaviour is based on what happens with real ants?

Marco Durigo : Exactly,yeah,they deposit the artificial counterpart of pheromone,that is obviously in a computer is a numerical value [They're literally "living by numbers" - LB] in some variable. So that by this mechanism we can find rather quickly numerical solutions to these problems,but also to many others.

Quentin Cooper :   And you've been looking at how this sort of ant analysis could improve the way we can handle telecommunications on a large scale?

Marco Durigo :  Yeah we have some work that I've been doing for a couple of years research with a Phd student and we found that - at least - these are not yet real applications they are still in the simulation stage,but we have very good results with artificial ants that move on networks that simulate the internet and help to find good routing strategies?

Quentin Cooper :  And they've been better than human systems - or some human systems?

[Note that "better" is not a subjective judgement but something which is the result of  calculation - more efficient is not a personal value  - but something one can measure - LB]

Marco Durigo :   Yes,yes,they ...we have  shown experimentally that they can outperform some of the best designed algorithms that are around.

[In other words the results of such systematic algorithms could appear as though they were "designed" when in fact they are just the product of a honing attracted automaton.They are so good they are better than human "designed" ones -That's what nature does - there is no design by a hand - it is the product of sophisticated systems,only an idiot/ignoramus believes otherwise - LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Robert Shipman, what sort of applications are you hoping to develop from studying these creatures? I would imagine BT are obviously interested in improving communications? That'll be one of them?

Robert Shipman : That's some of the early applications we looked at similar to Marco with internet type networks and also more traditional sort of circuit switched networks for the telephone.

Quentin Cooper : When you say early applications,is there a long history of looking at insects?

Robert Shipman :  It's been around for a while,but I mean our work has kind of moved on,to look at newer forms of network
[Yes we don't want to get stuck in the past - let's move on to the future - LB]

and it's largely because of some of the problems we've experienced in sort of more pragmatic problems of having these things deployed in the real world. Because there's a huge infrastructure already deployed out there,for telecommunications networks and they were sort of...some of the equipment is old and probably won't support this new type of application.

[Out with the old in with the new then  -LB]

So a lot of pragmatic problems in actually shipping it out and deploying it into the real world. So we're looking more now to sort of applying the techniques to sort of future networks. In particular we're looking at something called - what we've called internally - symbiotic networks and these are sort of networks in which rather than having to communicate with a sort of central server all the time,what you're doing is you're kind of  symbiotically using each other's devices. So for example I could use your device to sort of relay information on my behalf and vice versa,you could use my device to do the same - and so you can communicate - say I could communicate with someone down the hall there by a series of hops over other people's devices,
 [Sort of like a fireman's chain of buckets - I thought internet packet switching was already like that to make it immune from attack? Anyway if one of the chain goes missing how does it reroute to get past the missing hop? -LB]

and so you get these very dynamic,these very sort of self organising networks forming as and when needed on an ad hoc basis,and these are sort of networks where we might be able to have an influence on in how they are designed,what sort of protocols we need to do those and we've adapted an ant algorithm actually to control those types of networks. As well as those we've got other sort of techniques as well....

[see members.aol.com/Heraklit1/design.htm  & www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/sheldrake.html]

Quentin Cooper :  Although if you've got hops maybe a frog algorithm might come in handy,as well?

[see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/algo.html {classifer systems}]

Robert Shipman :  Yeah,yeah ties in nicely with the next item!? (laughs)

Quentin Cooper :  To the next item!!

Robert Shipman :  The time must be up!!

Quentin Cooper : No,no,no you're not there yet,that's because you've been well organised in an ant like way,we've managed to cram quite a lot into this!
But I mean,in terms of how you actually implement this, I mean it's one thing to say "It would be nice to do it",it sounds like what you've looked at with the ants here when you were talking about implementing this on a big scale,it's clearly a case of going "Look,it would be lovely to do it how the ants do it" but unfortunately when you get the problem to  the real world we need a different system- so  are there problems actually trying to make practical benefits from this.

Robert Shipman :  Yes I think there are and typically,I mean I work for a group at BT that's broadly interested in nature inspired solutions [Jammy bugger -LB] and typically what happens is we start with fairly tight biological analogy,but in order to make it work better in engineered solutions we kind of break the analogy in some way,we sort of tailor it to make it more appropriate for the engineered solution.
You know 'cause biological systems have evolved to behave in a particular type of environment - we can learn from that.

[The whole reason why these engineering solutions work by copying nature is that it is assumed that the creatures adaptive processes are dynamic and responding to an environment - in other words EVOLVING - the techniques would not work unless that was true - the fact that they do work is more weight in favour of the creatures effectiveness being a product of adaptive update to environment. Robert refers to evolution because as an engineer it is totally obvious that the ants have honed there interactivity by systematic selection by the environment - that's HOW the models of such behaviours come to work - as in the classifier systems above - these ideas would not function if a creationist notion was behind nature - so that notion is just plain WRONG - LB]

But in an engineered solution like a telecommunications network - it's a much more restricted environment,so we might be able to modify the way the ants or other social insects actually perform their solution in such a way to make it more appropriate for the engineered solution - so yeah when we actually come to the processes of applying this stuff to the real world,we will modify it  as and when necessary- we won't necessarily stick strictly to the biological analogy.

Marco Durigo :   Yeah,I perfectly agree with Robert,let's say that for...as far as the routing application is concerned we are far from being competitive with real world solutions,because of the problems that Robert raised. But for other more usual problems in logistics as I said before,there are companies that are already starting to lead by consulting and by producing software that is based on ant colony optimisation.
We have for example in Switzerland, raised one company that is called Ant-Optima that is working only on providing solutions based on ant colony optimisation,and for example the Swiss gasoline distribution system in Italian Switzerland is based on this technology.
So there are starting to be quite successful applications.

Quentin Cooper :  Right and that is actually up and running in terms of the..so if you get your petrol in Switzerland you've probably got it in a way that's based on how ants forage?

Marco Durigo :   Right.

Quentin Cooper :  And Robert how far away do you think you are from the one....from beginning to see some more widespread applications on this line,I mean you've talked about all these devices communicating with each other,in this slightly alarming symbiotic way?

Robert Shipman :  I think those networks are going to start springing up over the next few years. There's a lot of technology coming along that's going to enable those sort of networks such as Bluetooth (indistinct) technology,so when that's available on a wide scale, I mean there are kind of predictions about Bluetooth being everywhere- whether you believe those or not - it will be some sort of short range wireless technology that will be embedded by default in all sorts of every day devices over the next sort of 5 year period.

Quentin Cooper :  So in fact there are two strands coming together here,because it's one thing to have the thought about doing this,but we've not had that range of devices,now a lot of us will be carrying 5-6 bits of electronic equipment with us,which maybe benefit from talking to each other.

Robert Shipman :  Right, exactly.Yeah so that can be on a personal basis,and extending it out to sort of having this symbiotic relationship between people.

[Yes symbiotic relationship - it would be good if you could get it,it does take communication -LB]

Quentin Cooper :   Okay well thank you for that symbiotic relationship we enjoyed there. Robert Shipman and Professor Marco Durigo many thanks,and having had the anty pasto onto the next scrumptious course.


"Eye of newt and toe of frog
Wool of bat and tongue of dog
Adders fork and blindworms sting
Lizard's leg and howlet's wing"

Quentin Cooper : Now I don't want to make a case for them as proto eco-warriors,but Macbeth's three witches were far more into renewable resources than they are generally given credit for.
(Previous guests giggle in background)
A surprising number of those ingredients including lizard's leg,toe of frog,and my personal favourite eye of newt (Guests giggle louder) are able to be regenerated by the creatures they come from.
This ability to regrow entire organs or limbs is very rare among vertebrates,confined largely to a few amphibians,but it's becoming of growing interest to a select band of cellular biologists who believe that by understanding more about the processes involved we'll gain insights into how our own cells,and there are getting on for 300 different kinds are able to develop and deteriorate.

[See www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/apoptosi.html - Nominally uncommitted cells (stem cells) act like the "uncommitted logic array"  (sometimes being uncommitted is flexible and useful) used by Sir Clive Sinclair in his computers - and retain some flexibility - our morphology such as it is uses a lot of committed cells which have lost the capacity to be flexible because of the route through evolution we've took - what might be called "simpler" creatures have not "committed" cells quite as much in this way - so retaining the capacity to regrow body parts-it may also be that certain critical genes as showed in "Horizon" which control basic body morphology such as how many wings or legs one has might be involved. What is certainly NOT the case is that such creatures who retain this power constitute counter evidence against evolution,by being somehow "superior" to human beings. There is no sense in which human beings are the apex of evolution - we are but the current end point of a tree which extends in many directions our branch includes the apes.See www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/cousin.html & human.html & organism.html - LB]

And perhaps it may even lead us perfecting ways of regenerating human tissues and organs.Now as I say it's a small field but on the line from California are two of it's leading exponents - wife and husband team Professor Susan Bryant and Dr David Gardner,Research Biologists at the Department of Developmental and Cell Biology at the University of California.
Susan Bryant,so just to get...make sure we know what we're talking about here,what vertebrates are that have these impressive regenerative powers?

Susan Bryant : Okay,so among the vertebrates,the only ones that can regenerate perfectly,that means you know,identically to the original are,the tailed amphibians,newts and salamanders.
And lizards can also regenerate their tails,but that is not...it's not quite the same structure as was there in the first place.

[The situations that creationists allude to to try and bolster their fabrications are usually far more complicated than they assume.It's rarely the case that something is either present or absent - but the result of a very long chain of complex events that renders to something mostly or less the case - LB]

Quentin Cooper : What about axelotyls?

Susan Bryant :  Axelotyls are salamanders.

Quentin Cooper :  Oh!

Susan Bryant :  So they're a particular kind of salamander that originally came from the lakes around Mexico City. And so that's a Mexican...

Quentin Cooper :  Oh,fine,I just didn't want to miss the opportunity to say the word "Axelotyl"...

Susan Bryant :   I know...

Quentin Cooper :  ...case I don't...

Susan Bryant :   ...it's a good name,a good word.

David Gardner : It's a great name isn't it?

Quentin Cooper : And David Gardner, have biologists,and indeed the rest of us always treated these creatures as special or maybe even magical because of these particular abilities?

[Wherever there is ignorance of how nature actually does something there a magical notion associated with it - that's why people from the supernatural like to "gloriously urinate" on science when it gets things wrong - or they THINK it has got something wrong - because it undermines their erroneous beliefs based on ignorance of nature and natural physical laws (see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/friction.html & magic.html) - LB]

David Gardner : Yeah well there's a long history,I mean the early naturalists,recognised in a lot of animals,that they had this ability to regenerate,so it's one of the really original problems in biology,and it's just you know a century or some odd later...well every generation of biologists looks at it and says "This is really fascinating" and everybody can  think about what the potential is,but you know the question is,"do you have the tools to really understand it?" and this is our turn,and we're optimistic,and thinking well this time we do have the tools.

Quentin Cooper :  And previously people have just looked at them and gone...I mean I seem to remember it was something at O level biology which....I always seem to refer to on this programme.. (laughter) was being told,and thinking "gosh it's fascinating" and here's a little bit of film....

David Gardner : Yeah!

Quentin Cooper : ..something having it's tail chopped off and then the tail comes back again,but it was more an act of wonder....

David Gardner : Yeah,right.

Quentin Cooper : ...rather than as to understand it.

David Gardner : Right,and that's the problem,I mean,so having it fascinating is one thing,but it doesn't help you do anything clinically.So..maybe we can change that you know?

[Exactly - science is driven by awe and wonder - the same thing that drives aesthetic appreciation - but science attempts to UNDERSTAND what it sees - whereas pseudoscience makes up a false understanding based on beliefs - beliefs are just beliefs with no proof - and sheer awe is just plain ignorance -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Susan,it seems such a useful ability,any idea why it's confined to so few creatures?

Susan Bryant : Actually,that is a mystery and it's probably something that we'll understand better when we understand the whole process.

[Notice there is no doubt in Susan's mind that it WILL be understood at some point - because mankind has a track record of doing so - there is nothing in principle beyond that understanding -LB]

I mean people have argued that it's a trade-off for other characteristics that have been developed as vertebrates have moved on from their amphibian way of life.

[ There are two points here that seem to confuse anti evolutionists - the first being the point about regeneration - we have not "gone backwards" by losing such an ability - it maybe that in order for our cells to specialise and "move on" - they have had to leave the variability that allows regeneration behind - this means that in some sense lack of regeneration is the advancement - nevertheless our skin is regenerating all the time and does so in the event that it is penetrated.
The second is the confusion about our heritage from apes/amphibians/fish - the ape is a recent common ancestor (as shown in cousin.html) - it is thought that prior to that most life originated in water (see water.html @Fortunecity URL) - as water seems so requisite for life and has special properties chemically - and that any "DNA soup" would involve water - it is thus that life is though to have started in the sea and initially crept up onto land - creatures such as the "mudskipper" alive today are fish with the capacity to come onto land - and contrary to creationist misunderstanding -because such creatures still exist - does NOT mean evolution is wrong - what such creatures show is that before now a creature that lived in water and was also capable of coming on land could have existed - because it still does - and much as some ancient sea crabs still exist - because they filled their niche relatively successfully at first try - they have not changed much - and might be considered "living fossils" -LB]

But I'm not sure that any of those are really valid.They're just stories that people tell you know,but...

[Another thing that seems to bother anti scientists is the lack of certainty,a theory is an idea based on observation - it's truth value is dependent on observation remaining consistent with the theory as data comes in - this means it is subject to both positive support and critical attack - which is different from a belief - which is assumed to be the case because of lack of understanding,receives no positive evidence in it's favour - and asks for disproof - whilst often being unfalsifiable in principle -and often being a personal view of the person,rather than any objective fact about the real world -LB]

Quentin Cooper : What, you mean kind of personality or being able to regrow my leg...it's a tough choice? (David laughs)
Right,okay.

Susan Bryant :  Intellect versus regeneration,or something like that.

Quentin Cooper : But we're talking about vertebrates here,I think David,among invertebrates it's much more common when you're spineless to be able to do this isn't it?

David Gardner : Yeah basically (Susan giggles),you know it is one of those..if you just take a very narrow view and you just look at humans and you know ,you think "well this must be very rare because we don't do it",but the reality is it is very common,and it's typical of ..actually most life forms,you know have some form of regenerative ability.
We do to. You know...


[Yes it's a "very narrow view" that conceives of regenerative creatures as being special and better because of that ability - a broad superficial and glib view which lacks understanding -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  That's exactly what I was going to say,because obviously,if I have a wound I heal,that's a form of regeneration...

David Gardner : Yeah. Yeah right.

Quentin Cooper : ..and my hair...well actually my hair doesn't...but a lot of people's hair does,does grow back.

Susan Bryant : Yes, hair grows!

David Gardner : Sue,in fact we turn over tissues all the time. So you know your intestine,you know gut.. epithelium in your skin is constantly renewing and it's really regeneration.
What we're trying to...the real issue is how you co ordinate the regeneration of a complex structure.
[It is that where the critical switching genes for morphology are involved -LB]
So there's the tissues and the skin and the bone and the muscles and the nerves and blood vessels can all regenerate.

[So it would be highly ignorant to say lizards can regenerate and we can't - what they do is regenerate a whole structure, and us, given tissues and cells - rather than whole structures - and it maybe because we are "spined" that we are less able to do so - and being spined maybe what we've "committed" to on our evolutionary path - it doesn't make us "less evolved" than a frog - that view is just plain ignorant of how evolution works. There is nothing to say that regeneration is necessarily beneficial - it maybe that our "commitment" and lack of regeneration is beneficial to us in our niche,and a lizards ability TO regenerate is beneficial to IT in IT's niche. We took different paths and have different abilities.if anything it maybe that we'd have to "go backwards" to regain regeneration  - LB]

So those are the bits and pieces but how do you kind of co ordinate that to regrow and arm?
It had a function you know?

[It's there that biomathematics might be involved and "affine transformation" -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  And particularly....because it must be ...I mean if I cut my hand say,the skin grows back,because it's replacing cells like for like - but if a newt loses it's back leg then the cells which have previously been happy being I don't know being the upper thigh of the newt,somehow have to lead to cells being produced which will ultimately become the newts new set of toes.

[It is THAT problem of recreating the morphology which has led to ideas like "morphic resonance" - www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/sheldrake.html - which in fact are not needed if one takes a biomathematical view,and learns lessons from "Artificial Life" such as John Conway's "Life" - see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e1/86/langton.html & algo.html - what is not understood is how what was there before grows back into it's original shape and form - if one looks at affine transforms in mathematics - it becomes obvious what MAY be going on (see the ferns on  beffect.html @Fortune URL)-LB]

Susan Bryant :  That's exactly right.

Quentin Cooper : So they've got to lose their specialisation? [Or they haven't specialised -LB]

Susan Bryant :  Yes well they keep ...they may keep their tissue specialisation for the most part,you know cartilage or bone may stay cartilage or bone in the regenerate,but they have to get new positional identities,so that means they have you know,they have to behave in a different way when they are redifferientiating so that they can form up into 5 toes,or in that case 4 toes,instead of an upper arm which has only got one bone in it. So I mean I think all the same tissue types are present in the foot are as in the upper leg,but they are distributed differently,and in that kind of overall patterning that is one of the kind of fascinating things about regeneration and development,for that matter.

["A mathematician,like a painter or a poet,is a master of pattern"- GH Hardy (Mathematician) -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  And David,these tailed amphibians,which can do this,can they regrow anything,or is it only certain bits of themselves?

David Gardner : Yeah now,that's...I mean they are ..basically anything that you can remove or that they lose,that doesn't kill them,they can regenerate. So it's...I mean we study limbs for experimental reasons,you can do certain experiments and it's relatively easy to work on.

[I suspect experiments that would put me in a dichotomy between an stance against vivisection and a stance seeking to understand cell differentiation - one can't veto such experiments on the basis of being "against God" or "unnatural" (see natural.html @ Fortune URL) - but on the other hand just ploughing ahead without considering the consequences or the effects - treating life as a set of parts (reducing it to merely those) can be unwise to - and the effect upon us if we treat life in that way - whole organism understanding is as viable as understanding cells -LB]

But they regenerate hard tissue,central nervous system,spinal chord,tails,eyes,jaws,so it's really...I mean you keep coming back to...it's really remarkable in a sense,but they do it,and you watch them do it,and the challenge is to figure out how they do it.

Quentin Cooper :  Well,okay well let's...take me through it,do we know what..how much do we know about what's going on at a cellular level?

David Gardner :  Well actually I think...I mean...this is a model,I mean one of the real models,you know systems in biology,there's been regeneration [Captain Scarlet has no problem doing it - LB],and people have been watching this for a long time. So early on there's a lot of early descriptive work,a lot of cell biology was done in the 80s and the 90s and now we're beginning to analyse it at a molecular level. But when you watch it,you amputate,and the epithelium,the epidermis heals over and then it sits there for 4-5 days and that's the stage that we study pretty intensively. There's some very subtle changes that go on,but after about you know,a little less than a week,you start to see a bump grow on the end and it starts to look like how the limb develops in an embryo,it grows larger and gets longer,and then it starts to take on the shape of the limb,then you get a miniature limb and then it grows back to normal size.So it's very visual and you can watch it and you can do it again,and it does it again,and you just have to sit there thinking "Well how does it do it?" and 20-30 years later you're still trying to figure out how it does it! (David and Susan laugh)

Quentin Cooper :  Okay,well give us your best shot,though, I mean what's ..so what's..I mean what's happening to make these cells change in their behaviour?

Susan Bryant : Well that's...that's exactly what we're trying to find out,but one of the things that we..you know,kind of narrowed it down to,is that basically the...once the bud is there,the process is the same as making a leg in the first place.
You know as far as we can tell,everything behaves as it did in the embryo,so that means that since we made legs the first time,we should be able to do it again.The trick is to you know change the mature tissues of the limb back into these multipotent cells that can go through this process again.
So what we're trying to do is find the...we're trying to lay out the kind of steps involved from the minute of amputation to when the whole system is free running,and will go on its own,and if we can identify some spot,some signal in there that after which,if that happens,the whole process goes,then we'll be able to be in a position to try and stimulate it in other organisms that don't regenerate like humans for instance,although I have to say we're quite a way away from humans but we're....

[Sounds like somewhere vertebrates are being amputated just to see if their limbs can be grown back...and if not? What happens when those animals have been prompted to regrow and then don't do it properly? Sounds bit like "the Fly2" -LB]

..one thing that's...there's several technologies that have come along in the last few years,that are really helping us now,and one is the,you know the whole genome projects have really opened up organisms that will never be genome project candidates,because their genomes are so large - axelotyls being one of them - it's opened up knowledge about the genome to all of the people that work on none standard organisms,and in addition the ability to use modified viruses to introduce genes into cells,allows you to study what genes are important for what part of the process.

[There was some concern expressed over this - since viruses mutate and nominally are built to attack the human system - some people suggested it would mean genes would go rampaging around the countryside jumping into cells upon a whim - the debate over this kind of thing is contained in "Attack of the Killer Tomatoes" - www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/miller1.rtf -LB]

So those are the two things that are going to really make it possible to crack open regeneration and particularly this early part of regeneration,where we need to understand what the steps are to get the process going.

Quentin Cooper :  This is what you said at the start,David about now having the tools to be able to understand it,when we've not really had the tools before?

David Gardner :  Yeah,I think.. I mean,this is clearly the age of biology,and we have this ability now to go in...well we're listening to the first...you know before when we were talking about the ants and they kept talking about engineering,well this is reverse engineering,and we have the tools to you know...here it is and what we have to do is take it apart and understand how all the bits and pieces work,and we have those tools.

[It is this kind of biological reductionism that is argued against in the Miller doc and also by biomathematicians - who show that understanding the process as a WHOLE is important too - pulling apart a car engine does not tell you how it works - it stops it from working -and whilst one can gain insight into how the parts do their various jobs -watching the process as a whole can help too - see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/natsums.html -LB]

And that's happening in all of biology,so there are these complex systems,like regeneration,like the nervous system,and learning and memory,and the brain and immunology..I mean these are all you know...they're very complex but we now have the computing tools and the molecular biology tools to dissect..to reverse engineer these systems.

[It's in the realm of "complex systems" that (modern) mathematics helps - just as it does in systems such as the travelling salesmen problem - LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Maybe what we need to do is combine these two - an ant optimise the way that..

David Gardner :  Yeah! (Susan laughs)

Quentin Cooper :  ...we have a symbiotic relationship between these two scientific disciplines and we could bring them altogether. [The ideas that pertain to these areas enter both realms from mathematics - LB]

David Gardner :  Yeah,right. I just spent the whole week at Cal Tech listening to just the ant kinds of talks,and so there's a lot of computing power,and that is actually the challenge probably,right now these two worlds are pretty much apart in terms of the kind of the computing/engineering side,and the biology side - and what we're seeing is a convergence and the power that will emerge from that will revolutionise biology.

Quentin Cooper : Well if we are talking about convergence the field that comes to mind for me here,is the very hot area of stem cell research,where you have pluripotent cells ...

David Gardner :  Right.

Quentin Cooper : ...which have this potential to grow into many different kinds of cells,and that people are looking at,possibly leading to growing us replacement human organs.
Are there parallels between what's being attempted there,and what's going on in our friendly amputated newt.

Susan Bryant : Well we think so,yes. I think basically what we've been looking at here is..what happens in these animals is that they make stem cells in situ,so you know they make them on the spot when they need them,so that's what happens after amputation. Instead of just healing over,they go through this process of making stem cells,that are the cells that then can go on and make any part of the limb and so I think that these... and one possibility is that what we need to be looking at and what we will uncover by looking at this early stage of regeneration is exactly how you turn mature cells - differentiated cells- into stem cells,and if you could do that in different parts of the body under controlled conditions then you could provide a little groups of cells that could be available for repair or replacement.

Quentin Cooper :  And Susan,you've already alluded to the possibility of whether or not you could find a way to turn on this ability in humans,is that just a kind of  - has to be said - pie in the sky idea?

[Doing something like that is akin to bringing back dinosaurs as in Jurassic Park - unless one truly knows what one is doing and is aware of the "initial conditions" - there is a possibility that one is turning something on that our course of evolution turned off with good reason - it is this kind of idea that makes people feel such things are "unnatural" or "playing God".
There's a sense in which people feel that we are as we are for a reason ,and that altering it will have drastic consequences - I think such people underestimate human beings power of understanding their own bodies and the environment and what science can do and how it does it and that their fears are misplaced via ignorance - having said that some of the concerns expressed by May Wan Ho in Miller1 are legitimate and based on the notions present in some modern theories and not biological reductionist views. see natural.html at Fortune URL - LB]

Susan Bryant :  No,I think one of the things that we've learned over the last decade,maybe more,is that we're all built on the same plan,certainly all vertebrates and all multicellular organisms are using the same basic sets of genes to do pretty much the same things,and the ways we differ are far smaller in magnitude than the ways that we're the same.

[It is for this reason that notions that humans are somehow "chosen" or "better" are entirely misplaced - it may not seem like it but even plants are related to us - our "common ancestor" is just much further back than an ape and further still than a fish - it is these kinds of notions which cause flurries of huffs and puffs from those who don't understand and scoff at being related to a plant even moreso than those who scoffed at being related to an ape.
See www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/8/darwin.html {Inherit the Wind}-LB]

And so we have all the same machinery as a urideal amphibian,an axelotyl,which can regenerate,and so it's just a matter of find out out how to tweak the genes that are to get them to be reactivated.

[ I think this "machinery" notion is ill informed - and thinking that we are merely the result of our genes misses a main point about an organism - it is a "whole organism morphology" - which doesn't mean I subscribe to pseudoscientific nonsense like "morphic fields" or mumbo jumbo from the supernatural - there are OTHER things to consider -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Okay well,we'll have to figure out the tweaking another time,'cause we're out of time this time (David laughs)...

Susan Bryant :  Okay!

Quentin Cooper :   ..but thankyou Professor Susan Bryant,Dr David Gardner.More on amphibians going out on a limb,or how ants make insecutive decisions can be found on our webpages - go to www.bbc.co.uk/radio4 then make your way,you can hop,but it's hoptional,to Material World under the list of regular programmes.
Next week,the games afoot,Tetris one of the first most famous and most hideously compulsive computer games is being revamped. We'll look at how designers go about building in addictivity,and what it is about how we're wired that keep us coming back for more,and whether such games do more than fritter our time and frazzle our brains.



